
Academic Scheduling Resources Meeting 
Minutes 

October 19, 2011  
 
Attendees: 
Marybelle Foster, Annie Montes, Brian Shields, Karen Speaks, Julie Froid, Carol 
Christian, Sandra Mason, Ida Esquivel, Ana Austin, Cidni Griffith, Cori Spencer, Dora 
Andersen, Lucy Breeza, Margel Torrence, Ruth Partlow, Michael Godfrey, Elise Perron, 
Mary Shoo, Nita Johnson, Evelyn Garcia, Angie Hicks, Kimberley Davis, Nannette 
Miller, Diane Carter, Jeff Tennis, Pamela Marsh 
 
Agenda:  

1. Dashboard Update – D. Carter 
2.  Permission Numbers – J. Tennis 
3.  Questions/Answers – All 
 

1.  Dashboard Update 
 
D. Carter gave a quick Data Warehouse update…she said they want to make things easier 
for us.  “We will be deleting the Data Warehouse link.  Now Data Warehouse will be 
called Business Intelligence.”  Go to BID (Bronco Interactive) 
http://www.csupomona.edu.edu/bid from home page for now.  Within the Data 
Warehouse all files are PDFs or Excel…the new BID environment is Dashboard.    The 
old Data Warehouse reports will stay until Dashboard is up.  Log in the usual way.  
College folders and University folders come up, etc.  Library folder will list all the 
Dashboards.  Under “My Reports” the first thing to be removed will be the Admissions 
Detail Report. 
 
Go to Bronco Interactive page and log in.  Bronco Interactive Dashboards will come up.  
Training sessions for departments will be offered, let I&IT know if your area is 
interested.  You will see all the colleges when you log on…all information for the 
colleges.  But you cannot get into the detail level at other colleges.  Pick one, such as 
College of Science, Math…you can set all your parameters and go to page options, “save 
for me,” give it a name such as “Math.”  Make it default and it will take you immediately 
to that page.  Go to student registration and will take you back there.  Student 
Registration numbers are in there for Winter Quarter.  It defaults to the current term.  
Class Schedule will be available next.  Class Schedule tab will be taken off Data 
Warehouse and put in Dashboard instead.  You can look up all classes that start at 8:00 
a.m. on Mondays or whatever information is desired.  It can be downloaded into Excel.  
Filters:  put filters on the first row of data or delete the rows that indicate what the view 
is.  The class schedule will automatically appear.  Dashboard will be available to 
everyone.  Student Admissions will require special access, as will Finance.  L. Patel 
asked if it will be LIVE data.  D. Carter said the data will still be a day old.   
 
Someone asked if you can you remove holds.    D. Carter replied, “Not yet; maybe 
someday.”    N. Miller asked “Is the Dean’s List on there yet?” D. Carter said it’s not,   
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but it should be at some point.  D. Carter said there will be a timeline of things as they are 
up and running.   M. Foster asked if it will have a more updated format.  D, Carter  said 
there will be an upgrade to deal with this at some point.  Someone asked if we will have 
automatic access to Dashboard.  D. Carter said she will definitely check into that.   D. 
Carter plans to give five-minute updates on Dashboard at future meetings. 
 
 
2. Permission Numbers 
 
Jeff Tennis from Registrar’s Office spoke about changes to the permission numbers.  
Handouts were distributed.   J. Tennis said that many of the problems with permission 
numbers will be resolved shortly as they move into a new maintenance pack which will  
identify three problems.   
 
J. Tennis said he would like to be added to the list for future Academic Scheduling 
Resource meetings to give updates on this topic.  
 
Go into Oracle to the class permission screen.  A week prior to the add/drop date he 
issued up to 30 permission numbers per department.  In the non-production environment 
he went to permissions tab and picked a random class, BIO 301.  Went to the permission 
tab; the flavor of it is “capacity only.”  What is different in 9.0 is that the headers used to 
say DO NOT override capacity…now it is just the opposite.  So it is more what DO I 
want to create instead of what do I NOT want to do.  When you want to create a requisite 
permission number, unclick what you DON’T want students to have.  Someone asked if 
the clicks will show up on the top.  J. Tennis said yes, so click ONLY what you want.  C. 
Griffith asked if you can only click the section you want or default it to save time…in 
“view all” in the old version you can do that but on the new version doesn’t seem to 
allow it.  J. Tennis tried “view all” and then “view one”.  C. Griffith thought it would be 
easier if you could default it as view all sections at one time.  Right now in permission 
tab it doesn’t show “generate tab.”   J. Tennis will look into these issues.  Someone else 
asked if faculty permission can be used only by faculty…J. Tennis said not usually, 
unless the department has permitted that. Someone asked if faculty see ones the ones we 
generate. The answer is no. 
 
Don’t check something you DON’T want to permit.  J. Tennis said don’t touch a 
professor’s permission number.  There is also a “comments display” area now where we 
can enter a name and save and it will record that it has been given to that person.  
Someone said that they usually work off a list instead of dealing with every student that 
comes in…J. Tennis said it depends on your own department.  Only faculty can assign 
faculty permanent numbers.   Someone asked if after the quarter is over if the comments 
are saved…the answer is yes.  So be careful what you put in comments because it stays.  
Someone said sometimes they created a class for fall, 50-60 students came to it, and 
suddenly the permission numbers would not go through.  Jeff said it might be one of the 
problems they had identified.    R. Partlow asked about entering numbers and generating 
them.  Jeff said on Illustration A on the handout there is an example of handling this.   
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If you’ve unchecked everything, J. Tennis said it would be useless info.  Only check the 
things you DO want.  Always set defaults beforehand.  Requisite-flavored numbers were 
created…you can save it and it becomes something different.  Be careful what you check 
and uncheck.  One thing to always uncheck is the Permission Time Period – not used 
currently at Cal Poly.   
 
C. Griffith asked what “set all to permission” means.  J. Tennis said he thought it means 
that a number that has been issued to students.  Don’t touch that.  M. Torrence said in 
Fall Quarter she gave out permission numbers and then faculty gave out the permission 
numbers that she had given out.   
 
Three problems were identified when approaching fall quarter and they will all be 
resolved soon.  In July, when creating mass production numbers all the boxes were 
checked.  Now it works better due to Mohammad.  The second problem was with checks 
being applied to all boxes ..in everything but Career.   David Chen in Enrollment 
Technology resolved this issue and made it where it doesn’t change all the capacity 
numbers.  The third problem was the flavor of permanent numbers and how they appear 
in the class roster.  Too many numbers were showing up for students.  I&IT assisted with 
this issue with a module from about four years ago and this problem was addressed.   
 
One day after add/drop should reflect the date under expiration date under defaults. 
Someone asked what is the default?  J. Tennis said it is under the census date and should 
be one day after the add/drop date. 
 
L. Patel asked about the student registration closing down at a certain date and certain 
functions remaining live.  Don’t use permission numbers beyond the add/drop period.  
She asked about the default date…J. Tennis said to just change it to one day after add/ 
drop until they resolve it.   
 
J. Tennis will be added to the list for future meetings and will give updates on permission 
numbers. 
 
3. Questions/Answers – All 
 
Questions and answers were asked throughout the presentations so there was not time for 
a discussion period afterwards. 
 
 
Submitted by: 
Pamela Marsh 
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